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Abstract 
Schaffer, A.A., Recognizing brittle graphs: remarks on a paper of Hoang and Khouzam, Discrete 
Applied Mathematics 31 (1991) 29-35. 
A graph is perfect if the size of the maximum clique equals the chromatic number in every induced 
subgraph. Chvatal defined a subclass of perfect graphs known as perfectly-orderable graphs, 
which have the property that a special ordering on the vertices leads to a trivial algorithm to find 
an optimum coloring. He also identified a subclass of the perfectly-orderable graphs, which he 
called brittle graphs, characterized by the property that every nonempty induced subgraph con- 
tains a vertex x such that x is either not an endpoint of a P4 or is not in the middle of a Pd. The 
brittle graphs were studied in a recent paper of Hoang and Khouzam [J. Graph Theory 12 (1988) 
391-4041 where the authors gave alternate characterizations one of which leads to an 0(n3m) 
time recognition algorithm for brittle graphs, where n is the number of vertices and m is the 
number of edges. In contrast, no polynomial-time recognition algorithms are known for either 
perfect graphs or perfectly-orderable graphs. We point out that an O(n’m) time recognition 
algorithm for brittle graphs can be derived from Chvatal’s definition, and we present a more com- 
plicated O(m2) time recognition algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
A simple undirected graph G = (V(G), E(G)) is perfect if the size of the maximum 
clique equals the chromatic number for G and all its induced subgraphs. Chvatal 
[l] defined a subclass of perfect graphs called perfectly-orderable graphs for which 
there may exist a very simple and natural algorithm to obtain an optimal coloring. 
Various classes of perfectly-orderable graphs are studied in [2] and in [3]. A graph 
G is perfectly orderable if V(G) can be endowed with a total order < such that G 
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does not contain an induced subgraph F on four vertices w, x, y, z with the addi- 
tional properties that 
(1) E(F) = {w-x,x-y,y-z} and 
(2) w<x and z<y. 
Such a total order is also called perfect. 
Chvatal showed that a perfectly-ordered graph G can be optimally colored by a 
very simple algorithm. Let 1,2, . . . denote the color classes. Consider the vertices in 
the order defined by <. For each vertex vi, in turn, color vi with the smallest 
positive integer that has not already been used to color a neighbor Uj of 5 with 
Vj < Vi. 
Unfortunately, no polynomial-time algorithms are known for recognizing perfect 
graphs or perfectly-orderable graphs.’ In this paper we study a subclass of perfectly- 
orderable graphs, known as brittle graphs, that can be recognized and given a 
perfect ordering in polynomial time [3]. In order to define brittle graphs we first 
need some more basic definitions and a simple lemma. A P4 is a chordless path on 
four vertices; if w-x-y-z is a P4, we call w and z endpoints and we call x and y 
midpoints. A vertex v is soft in G if either it does not occur as an endpoint of a P4 
or it does not occur as a midpoint of a P4. 
The following lemma gives relevance to soft vertices. 
Lemma 1.1 [3]. Let G be a graph containing a soft vertex o. Then G is perfectly 
orderabie if and only if the graph G \ v is perfectly orderable. 
We repeat the short proof of the “if” part as it is slightly useful later. Let 
VI<V2< ..a < v,_ 1 be a perfect ordering for G\ v. If v is not the midpoint of any 
P4, then by making v,_, <v, we make < into a perfect ordering for G. Sym- 
metrically, if v is not the endpoint of any PA, then by making v < v1 we can make 
< into a perfect ordering of G. 
Because of Lemma 1.1, Chvatal proposed the study of graphs G with the property 
that every induced subgraph of G contains a soft vertex, and he called such graphs 
brittle [3]. It follows immediately from Lemma 1.1 that every brittle graph is 
perfectly orderable. 
In [3], HoBng and Khouzam studied brittle graphs and soft vertices. They showed, 
among other things, that brittle graphs can be recognized in time O(n3m), where n 
is the number of vertices and m is the number of edges. 
We first exhibit a fairly straightforward brittle graph recognition algorithm that 
runs in time 0(n2m). Then we give a more complicated algorithm based on similar 
invariants that runs in time 0(m2). 
’ Middendorf and Pfeiffer [4] have recently shown that recognizing perfectly-orderable graphs is NP- 
complete. 
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2. An O(n%z) recognition algorithm 
Lemma 1.1 suggests the following vague outline for a brittle graph recognition 
algorithm: 
While V(G)#0 and V(G) contains a soft vertex u 
Set V(G):= V(G)\(o); 
If V(G) = 0 then report that (the original) G is brittle 
Else report that (the original) G is not brittle; 
One can augment this outline to also construct a perfect ordering by adding a step 
that places the deleted vertex u as explained after Lemma 1 .l. The Ho2mg and 
Khouzam algorithm can be easily modified to fit this outline. 
A P4 is uniquely determined by choosing its middle edge x-y, its endpoint adja- 
cent to X, and its endpoint adjacent to y. Thus there can be at most 0(n2m) dif- 
ferent P4’s in a graph (regardless of whether it is brittle) and they can be routinely 
generated in O(n’m) time. This observation leads immediately to an 0(n3m) brittle 
graph recognition algorithm different from the algorithm of Hating and Khouzam. 
With a little more thought one can reduce the running time to 0(n2m) as follows. 
Before reaching the main while loop, generate all P4’s. Also, for each vertex u 
build a list END(u) of all P4’s where LI is an endpoint and another list MID(o) of 
all P4’s having u as a midpoint. One should build the lists in such a way that all 
copies of any particular P4 occurring on different MID and END lists are linked 
together, so that if we find one copy of a P4, we can find the at most 3 other copies 
in constant time. The END and MID lists can be built and linked in 0(n2m) time. 
To assist in the main loop, we maintain a list SOFT of known soft vertices that 
have not been removed from G yet as well as a Boolean vector SOFTV indicating 
for each vertex u, whether u is already known to be soft (i.e., has already been in- 
serted into SOFT). Initially SOFT is empty and every entry in SOFTV is FALSE. 
Now we can state the main loop, which may look slightly different from the outline 
above. 
While SOFT is not empty do 
begin 
Let u be any element of SOFT; 
Remove u from SOFT; 
Delete any entry on END(u) or on MID(u) from all other END 
and MID lists containing it; 
If during deletions some END(x) or MZD(x) becomes empty and 
SOFTV[x] = FALSE then 
begin 
Add x to SOFT; 
Set SOFTV[x] : = TRUE; 
end; (*if*) 
end; (*while *) 
If V(G) = 0 then report brittle 
Else report not brittle; 
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This algorithm runs in O(mn*) time because the main loop does a constant amount 
of work for each P4 originally in G. 
3. An O(m*) recognition algorithm 
Improving the running time further is a little more challenging because we cannot 
afford to start by generating every Pd. The crucial idea is that in order to decide 
that a vertex u is not soft we need only two P4’s containing u and not all of them. 
This algorithm uses a variety of interconnected data structures and a complicated 
control structure that we slowly develop. We use the list SOFT and the Boolean ar- 
ray SOFTV in exactly the same manner as in Section 2. We use END(u) and MID(o) 
with the same intention, though they may contain only a proper subset of all P4’s 
containing o. Let N(u) be the neighborhood of u. We assume that the graph is input 
as a list of sorted lists of N(u) for each u. In our algorithm, we will also need to 
test for the presence of specific edges in O(1) time. For this purpose, it is conceptual- 
ly simplest to imagine that the graph is also stored in an adjacency matrix represen- 
tation. 
As suggested above, in this algorithm P4’s are generated only as needed. For 
each edge x-y we maintain a separate computation called GEN(x-y) that generates 
P4’s with middle edge x-y. Each GEN computation is started, stopped, and re- 
started as needed. 
To start the computation GEN(x-y) we compute LEFT(x-y) := N(x)\ N(y) and 
RZGHT(x-y) := N(y)\N(x). The sets LEFT and RIGHT are stored as sorted lists 
in each GEN computation. 
The GEN computation is based on two elementary remarks: 
Remark 3.1. In any P4 with x-y as middle edge (in this orientation) the endpoint 
adjacent to x must be in LEFT(x-y) and the endpoint adjacent to y must be in 
RZGHT(x-y) . 
Remark 3.2. Let w be any member of LEFT(x-y) and let z be any member of 
RZGHT(x-y). Then w-x-y-z induces a P4 if and only if w and z are not adjacent. 
In each computation GEN(x-y) there are /LEFT(x-y)) *JRZGHT(x-y)j can- 
didates for P4’s. Remark 3.2 shows that each candidate that is not (does not in- 
duce) a P4 can in some sense be “charged” to the presence of a different, specific 
edge in the graph. Thus if we try each candidate pair only once (or only a constant 
number of times), the number of times we fail to generate a P4 within a specific 
GEN computation is bounded by O(m) (where the constant depends only on how 
many times we test a candidate). 
In order to efficiently generate P4’s in which a specific vertex is an endpoint each 
GEN computation stores some extra pointers between elements of LEFT and 
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elements of RIGHT. For each element w E LEFT(x-y) we keep a pointer into the 
sorted list RZGHT(x-y). The element pointed to is called PLACE(x-y, w). The 
meaning of this pointer is that the next time we want to find a P4 with endpoint w 
in GEN(x-y), the first candidate to try is w-x-y-PLACE(x-y, w). When we run out 
of candidates to try PLACE(x-y, w) will take the special value 0. Of course, any par- 
ticular vertex may occur as an endpoint on the “left” or on the “right”, so we also 
keep pointers from RIGHT to LEFT. For each z E RIGHT(x-y) we keep a pointer 
called PLACE(x-y,z) to the next candidate in LEFT that we should test when 
seeking a P4 with endpoint z. Any vertex may be a left endpoint in one computa- 
tion and a right endpoint in another, but for any specific GEN computation, 
RIGHT and LEFT are disjoint by construction. 
Suppose we want to find a P4 in which v is an endpoint. Then we can use: 
FindEnd 
For each computation GEN(x-y) in turn: 
If u E LEFT(x-y) U RZGHT(x-y) 
While PLACE(x-y, v) f 0 
If u and PLACE(x-y, u) are not adjacent 
begin 
Advance the pointer PLACE(x-y, u); 
Report the P4 induced by {x, y, u, PLACE(x-y, u)}; 
Exit from the for loop and FindEnd; 
end 
Else advance the pointer PLACE(x-y, u); 
If all candidate middle edges are exhausted report “none”; 
The routine FindEnd can be made more efficient if we maintain for each u a list 
of middle edges for which the first If test and the first While test will succeed. These 
lists can be set up at no extra asymptotic cost while computing the LEFT and 
RIGHT sets. Whenever PLACE(x-y, u) becomes 0, we can delete x-y from the list 
of candidate middle edges for u. The deletion can be done in constant time if the 
For loop is implemented to scan this list and maintain a pointer to the current (and 
possibly previous) candidate(s). 
In order to find P,‘s with a particular midpoint we keep another pair of pointers 
in each GEN(x-y), which we call TESTL and TESTR. TESTL points to a member 
of LEFT and TESTR points to a member of RIGHT. The main operation done to 
these pointers is to advance them as an orderedpair. This means we advance TESTR 
if possible; otherwise, we reset TESTR to the first element of RIGHT and advance 
TESTL, unless we have exhausted all candidate pairs. 
In order to find P,‘s in which x is a midpoint we use: 
FindMid 
For each GEN(x-y) or each GEN(y-x) in turn: 
If TESTL is not adjacent to TESTR then 
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begin 
Advance the pair (TESTL, TESTR); 
Report the P4 induced by {x, y, TESTL, TESTR}; 
Exit the For loop and FindMid; 
end 
Else 
If possible, advance (TESTL, TESTR) 
Else try the next candidate middle edge; 
If all candidate middle edges are exhausted report “none”; 
Just as FindEnd can be made more efficient with auxiliary lists, FindMid can also 
be made more efficient if for each x we keep a list of middle edges containing x for 
which the pair (TESTL, TESTR) can still be advanced. 
At the beginning of the algorithm we start each GEN computation by computing 
the sets LEFT and RIGHT and initializing the pointers to the first elements of the 
appropriate vertex lists. For each vertex u we need to keep a list of pointers to all 
occurrences of v on LEFTand RIGHT lists, so that these can be deleted if and when 
u becomes soft and is deleted from the graph. Having described the necessary data 
structure initialization, we can now outline the main loop: 
While SOFT is not empty do 
begin 
Let u be any element of SOFT; 
Remove u from SOFT; 
Remove u from the graph; 
Remove u from all GEN computations; 
Remove all occurrences of all entries on MID(u) or END(u) from 
other MID and END lists; 
If as a result of the P4 removals, some END(w) becomes empty 
then call FindEnd and insert any newly found P4’s; 
If as a result of the P4 removals, some MID(w) becomes empty 
then call FindMid and insert any newly found P4’s; 
For any newly emptied END(w) or MID(w) that cannot be re- 
plenished: 
If SOFTV[w] = FALSE then 
begin 
Add w to SOFT; 
Set SOFTV[ w] : = TRUE; 
end (*if*); 
end (*while*); 
If no vertices remain in the graph report brittle 
Else report not brittle; 
At the top level, this algorithm is essentially the same as the O(n2m) algorithm 
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given before. The main difference is that we generate P4’s that certify that a vertex 
is not soft only as needed. Once again, we can add a simple piece of code that actual- 
ly generates a perfect order when the input graph is brittle. 
The following remarks help us bound the running time: 
Remark 3.3. The total number of distinct P4’s inserted into MID and END lists 
over the history of the algorithm is O(n’). Each time we insert a P4, the P4 was 
sought because some END or MID list was empty and will have one element after 
insertion. Thus we do at most 2n distinct insertions before the first vertex deletion 
and at most 2n insertions between each consecutive pair of vertex deletions. 
Remark 3.4. The overall cost of the computation GEN(x-y) is O(m) over the entire 
history of the algorithm. In each GEN(x-y) we can only test an edge between a pair 
of candidate endpoints, W, z three times: once from FindEnd( once from Find- 
End(z) and once from FindMid. If an edge we test is not present, then a suitable 
P4 is reported immediately. There can be only 3m times where the edge we test is 
present; in each such case we do a constant amount of extra computation before 
the next test. 
Since there are m GEN computations, it follows from Remarks 3.3 and 3.4, that 
the total running time of all calls to FindEnd and FindMid over the history of the 
algorithm is O(m2). Most steps of the main loop take at most O(n) time per vertex. 
Removing u from all GEN computations may take O(m) time. Each removal of an 
entry from a MID or END list can be paired with an insertion, and we bounded the 
total number of insertions by 0(n2). Thus the total running time is 0(m2), as 
claimed. 
The above algorithms and discussion show that 
Theorem 3.5. Brittle graphs can be recognized and perfectly ordered in 0(m2) 
time. 
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